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THERE’S NO COMPARISON
VIAGGIO HARDWARE SETS ITS STANDARDS 
ABOVE AND BEYOND 

(Denver, CO - June 23, 2021)  Consumers will find plenty of op-

tions in the door hardware marketplace these days, but the qual-

ity and beauty offered by Viaggio Hardware is truly a step above 

the industry standard. The Viaggio brand is known for exceptional 

craftsmanship, thoughtful design features and amazing durability. 

Each piece is carefully constructed from solid forged brass and 

precision-polished to produce a flawless finished product that is 

certain to be a lasting and valued addition to any home.

Attention to the smallest detail is an important part of the Viaggio 

brand. Their Concealed Screw Mechanism (CSM) cleverly hides 

all installation hardware. The completed look is seamless with no 

visible fasteners to distract from the beautiful array of polished 

and matte finishes. CSM is a luxurious standard on all privacy and 

passage sets and just one example of the Viaggio commitment 

to superior quality.

Viaggio products are engineered for lasting performance, 

providing unlimited hassle-free use cycles. Their levers offer a 

28-degree turn radius as opposed to the traditional 55. This 

provides a greater ease of use and a smoother, more controlled 

turning experience. The tighter turning rotation makes Viaggio 

levers a smart choice for multi-generational households or in 

circumstances where accessibility is key. 

With an eye for innovative design, Viaggio offers an extensive 

selection of contemporary door hardware inspired by the iconic 

architecture of Milan and northern Italy. The company centers 

their manufacturing headquarters in the heart of Europe and 

blends exceptional engineering and artistry to create their 

extraordinary product line. Viaggio incorporates a fresh, modern 

aesthetic with organic textures and shapes to create sleek, 

sophisticated hardware of undeniable quality and beauty. All 

Viaggio hardware is backed by an industry-leading Lifetime 

Warranty to guarantee years of enduring use and enjoyment. 

For more information, visit viaggiohardware.com.
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Quadrato Hammered Rosette with Brezza Lever
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POPULAR COMBINATIONS

CIRCOLO

QUADRATO

Quadrato Rosette
with Milano Lever
in Titanium Gray

Quadrato Rosette 
with Circolo Knob
in Bright Chrome

Quadrato Hammered Rosette 
with Bella Lever 

in Satin Brass

Circolo Rosette
with Circolo Crystal Knob

in Bright Chrome

Circolo Rosette
with Brezza Lever 

in Satin Black

Circolo Rosette
with Quadrato Knob

in Satin Nickel

Circolo Rosette
with Circolo Knob
in Titanium Gray

Quadrato Rosette 
with Quadrato Knob

in Satin Black

Quadrato Leather Rosette 
with Stella Crystal Knob 

in Bright Chrome

Circolo Linen Rosette 
with Quadrato Knob 

in Titanium Gray

Circolo Hammered Rosette 
with Circolo Crystal Knob 

in Satin Nickel

Quadrato Rosette 
with Quadrato Crystal Knob 

in Satin Brass

MOTIVO


